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We discuss the growth process of a crystalline phase out of a metastable over-compressed liquid
that is brought into contact with a crystalline substrate. The process is modeled by means of
molecular dynamics. The particles interact via the Lennard-Jones potential and their motion is
locally thermalized by Langevin dynamics. We characterize the relaxation process of the solid-liquid
interface, showing that the growth speed is maximal for liquid densities above the solid coexistence
density, and that the structural properties of the interface rapidly converge to equilibrium-like
properties. In particular, we show that the off-equilibrium dynamic stiffness can be extracted using
capillary wave theory arguments, even if the growth front moves fast compared to the typical
diffusion time of the compressed liquid, and that the dynamic stiffness converges to the equilibrium
stiffness in times much shorter than the diffusion time.
I. INTRODUCTION
When two phases of a material enter into contact, they
form an interface characterized by a typical free energy
cost. The interface free energy, surface tension or inter-
facial tension is a global measure of such a cost. It en-
codes information on the shape, the local curvature, and
the roughness of the region that distinguishes the two
phases. Strictly speaking, an interfacial tension is prop-
erly defined only if the two phases are coexisting and at
thermodynamic equilibrium: in this case we can define a
canonical ensemble of equilibrium interfaces from which
an interfacial free energy contribution can be computed.
On the theoretical side, much work has been done on
the equilibrium properties of interfaces. While liquid-
vapor systems have been largely discussed and under-
stood [1–5], liquid-liquid and solid-liquid interfaces are
still under investigation. For equilibrium solid-liquid in-
terfaces, even the very simplified cases of hard-spheres
or Lennard-Jones particles are still subject of extensive
studies aimed at the correct evaluation of equilibrium
properties in connection with coarse-grained theories [6–
9].
Extending the concept of equilibrium interfacial ten-
sion to non-equilibrium is not straightforward. In fact,
while it is always possible to define an interface between
two distinct phases even during non-equilibrium dynam-
ics (both steady states and relaxation processes), it is
not in general clear under which conditions the interfa-
cial structural properties are actually related to a free
energy cost or rather need to be seen from the purely
kinetic point of view. Formally, it is always possible to
define an effective interfacial tension [10, 11], for exam-
ple starting from the anisotropy of the pressure tensor,
from the composition gradient across the interface or, as
we shall see in the following, from the fluctuations of the
shape of the interface itself. There is simulation and ex-
perimental evidence that the description of growth phe-
nomena requires the introduction of an effective dynamic
tension in order to properly stabilize the interface during
the transient states for fluid-fluid interfaces [12–14], but
there still is a substantial lack of consensus on the deter-
mination of the proper relaxation times related to it and
their interpretation [15–18].
In the present study we concentrate our attention on
solid-liquid interfaces and the relaxation process associ-
ated with crystallization. As compared to relaxing liquid-
liquid interfaces, crystal growth poses an additional chal-
lenge due to the elastic and viscous properties of the
growing, off-equilibrium solid phase. While scaling the-
ory can be useful in order to provide general arguments
about kinetic models underlying solid-on-solid growth
[19–23], we devote our study to the analysis of the cap-
illary effects related to the growth processes and their
counterparts at equilibrium, in order to characterize the
crossover from the dynamic to the equilibrium interfacial
tension for solid-liquid interfaces.
Our study is organized as follows: in section II we re-
call some fundamental concepts related to capillary wave
theory (CWT) at equilibrium and out of equilibrium; in
section III we present our model for heterogeneous crystal
growth and provide an illustration of the growth kinet-
ics; in section IV we proceed to the description of the dy-
namic interfacial properties, presenting two examples of
relaxation and two independent means of numerically de-
riving estimates for the dynamic stiffness based on CWT;
we conclude in section V with the discussion of the re-
sults in comparison with the equilibrium features of the
solid-liquid interface.
II. CAPILLARY WAVE THEORY AND
STIFFNESSES
For liquid-liquid interfaces in thermodynamic equilib-
rium, shape flucutations are described by capillary wave
theory (CWT)[1, 24–27]. CWT is derived by applying
the equipartition theorem to the distribution of Fourier
modes of the interfacial height fluctuations [1, 24–27]. Al-
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2beit thought and developed for gas-liquid or liquid-liquid
interfaces, this simple theory has also been successfully
applied to the analysis of solid-liquid interfaces [28–30].
The main prediction of the theory, directly related to
equipartition of the thermal energy over the possible de-
grees of freedom, is the scaling of the height-height cor-
relation function h(~r) with the (two dimensional) radial
position ~r = xeˆx + yeˆy. This correlation function de-
scribes the local deviations of the interfacial height from
the mean interface position. In general, for crystal-liquid
interfaces, the structure of the crystal is reflected in an
anisotropic form of the correlation function. Yet, for
crystal orientations with x, y symmetry, in the limit of
short wave-vectors ~q one can write the power spectrum
of height fluctuations as:
〈|heq(q)|2〉 = kBT
L2γ˜q2
(1)
where q = |~q|, γ˜ is the stiffness of the interface, T is
the temperature, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, L is the
lateral size of a system of square cross section L × L
and 〈·〉 denotes the equilibrium ensemble average. It is
therefore sufficient to extract the power spectrum of the
height fluctuations in order to estimate, through a best
fit at low wave-vectors, the equilibrium stiffness of the
interface.
Note that the stiffness, which is orientation dependent,
is related to the interfacial tension by the following ten-
sorial relation:
γ˜xy(nz) = γ(nz) +
∂2γ(n)
∂nx∂ny
∣∣
n=nz
(2)
where nx,ny,nz correspond to the (3d) principal axes of
∂2γ(n)/∂ni∂nj |n=nz . Such a relation allows to compare
stiffnesses and tensions, once several crystal orientations
are taken into account [7, 31].
One can define the temporal dynamical correlation
function expressed in terms of the spatial height-height
correlation function as
gh(∆t) = 〈h′(~q, t)h′(~q, t+ ∆t)〉 (3)
where h′(~q, t) = h(~q, t) − 〈h(~q, t)〉t is the deviation from
the time-averaged profile. This two-time correlation
function is characterized by a typical decorrelation capil-
lary time τdecorr, that is related to the relaxation of the
interface close to equilibrium and that determines the
dynamics of the modes on the interface.
Integrating the spectrum in eq. 1 between a minimum
cutoff length lcut and the linear size of the cross section L,
and applying a convolution approximation[32], one finds
the scaling of the mean interfacial width:
w2 = w20 +
kBT
4γ˜
ln(L/lcut) (4)
where w0 refers to an hypothetical intrinsic interfacial
width, defined beyond any roughening due to capillary
effects [24]. While the intrinsic interfacial width is hardly
measurable, this expression allows for the computation of
the interfacial stiffness γ˜ by means of finite size scaling
analysis.
CWT is an appropriate theory for rough liquid-gas
and liquid-liquid interfaces: in the case of liquid-solid
interfaces, the applicability of the same theory is not
as clear, since it makes the strong approximation that
a solid, crystalline phase can be considered as an
extremely viscous fluid phase, with consistent stiffnesses
and capillary times [33]. Yet, it has been numerically
shown [34] that the logarithmic scaling of CWT can be
effectively used as a means to correctly estimate the
interfacial stiffness for solid-liquid mixtures [6, 35].
When two phases are put into contact, a relaxation
process of the interfacial properties is initiated, which
eventually converge into the properties of the equilib-
rium interface as it is described by capillary wave theory.
The shape of the interface during the relaxation process
is partly determined by the nature of the driving force
that creates the non-equilibrium state. The specific form
of the power spectrum of the height-height fluctuations
obeys different scaling laws in the case of sharp interfaces,
linear gradients of concentration or temperature, and in-
terfaces moving at constant velocities [36–38]. In ref. [36]
the spectrum of non-equilibrium stationary height fluc-
tuations is derived for an interface that is moving at con-
stant velocity v. It converges in the limit of small veloc-
ities v → 0, to
〈|hnoneq(q)|2〉trajectories = kBT
L2γ˜(q2 + 4pi2/l2)
(5)
where l is a crossover length due to the chemical potential
gradient and the latent heat of the liquid-to-solid transi-
tion, that has a pinning effect on fluctuations occurring
on scales larger than l. The consequence of the driving
is thus, in this limit, similar to the effect of gravity on
liquid-liquid equilibrium interfaces.
As suggested by equation 5, in the case of a station-
ary state, a non equilibrium dynamic surface tension can
be derived directly via a fit of the spectrum of height
fluctuations. We use this procedure in the case of a re-
laxation process driven by the chemical potential differ-
ence; we follow the time dependence of the spectrum and
extract from it an estimate for the effective dynamic ten-
sion. This is an alternative to the computation of gra-
dients and anisotropies across the interface, which also
define dynamic stiffnesses, such as in the case of compo-
sition gradients in Kortweg’s theory of effective surface
tension [39], the pressure tensor anisotropy [18] or non-
equilibrium linear response to excitations [40, 41].
In the following, we will analyze different relaxation
dynamics related to the crystallization of a Lennard-
Jones liquid in contact with a crystalline substrate us-
ing CWT and fluctuating hydrodynamics in order to ex-
tract the dynamic behavior of the crystal-liquid interfa-
cial stiffness that is related to the tension by eq. 2.
3III. GROWTH PROCESS
A. A model for crystal growth on a substrate
We consider a simple model of out-of-equilibrium dy-
namics modeling crystal growth and the motion of a
solid-liquid interface and its capillary mode fluctuations.
We perform Molecular Dynamics simulations of crystal-
lization of an over-compressed liquid that is in contact
with a substrate, both composed of identical particles of
mass m interacting via a truncated and shifted Lennard-
Jones potential u(r) = uLJ(r) − uLJ(rcut) for r < rcut
and 0 otherwise, with uLJ(r) = 4[(σ/r)
12 − (σ/r)6] and
rcut = 4σ.
We first prepare separately an over-compressed,
metastable liquid at high density and an immobile defect-
free crystal of particles exposing the [100] orientation to
the liquid perpendicular to the z axis of the simulation
box, with unit cell length a = 3
√
4/ρsol where ρsol(T ) is
the coexistence density for the solid phase at a given tem-
perature (see Appendix A for the simulation details). We
consider liquid densities ρ ranging from about 0.9ρsol(T )
up to maximum 1.4ρsol(T ) avoiding configurations where
crystallites are present due to homogeneous nucleation.
The system undergoes isothermal and isochoric
Langevin dynamics – isochoric, to avoid the additional
complication due to effects of a barostat on the dynam-
ics. This implies that the density of the over compressed
liquid does not remain constant during the growth of the
crystal: the interface progresses along the z-axis driven
by a time-dependent chemical potential difference that
gradually diminishes, eventually leading to a condition
for which the liquid reaches the equilibrium coexistence
density.
B. Growth Profiles and Growth Speeds
In order to distinguish the crystal from the liquid phase
we use a set of observables that measure the degree of
local order in the neighborhood of every particle. We
use the so called locally averaged bond order param-
eters q¯4, q¯6, inspired by Steinhardt’s order parameters
[42] and defined in [43] (see the Appendix for more de-
tails). These order parameters take into account the first
and the second shell of neighbours around a given parti-
cle: this allows for the distinction between different crys-
talline structures (face centered cubic, body centered cu-
bic, hexagonal close packed). Using these observables,
we follow the phase transition from the over-compressed
liquid, tracking the gradual increase of crystalline order.
As shown in fig. 1, the growth of the crystal involves the
formation of a highly ordered region of fcc structures sep-
arated from the remaining liquid particles by few layers
of hcp-like particles. However, the growing crystal re-
laxes only slowly towards its equilibrium configuration.
At any time, there are extended clusters of impurities
(green regions), a signature of the fact that the relax-
t=30
t=10 t=120
t=150
FIG. 1. (color online) Four snapshots representing the time-
evolution of the crystal growth on top of a perfectly ordered
template (gray particles) from a lateral side point of view.
The density of the liquid is ρ/ρsol = 1, the temperature is
T = 0.7793 and the system has dimensions 25 × 25 × 64a3,
with time measured in units of tLJ :=
√
mσ2/. The degree
of crystallinity, determined using the q¯4, q¯6 order parameters,
blends from essentially fcc-like (red) to liquid (blue) through
a 2-3 layers thick interface of hcp-like particles.
ation inside the crystal proceeds much more slowly than
the formation of new crystalline layers.
The local order observables permit to identify the in-
terface and describe its dynamics. It is sufficient to track
the coarse-grained laterally averaged 〈q¯6(z, t)〉x,y profile
in order to determine the position and the width of the
interface (we denote with 〈·〉x,y the average over lateral
cross sections of the system). The profile is modeled with
a hyperbolic tangent function
〈q¯6(z, t)〉x,y = C1 + C2 tanh
(
z − z0(t)
w(t)
)
(6)
which provides the values of the position z0(t) and the
width w(t) via a four parameters best fit procedure (see
fig. 2).
In order to improve the statistics, we consider a sample
of 100 independent crystallization trajectories, where we
restart the simulation from different equal-energy config-
urations of the metastable liquid. Density profiles, local
order parameter profiles, interface trajectories and alike
quantities result from a same-time average over such a
sample, with time measured in Lennard-Jones units.
We use the crystallinity profiles defined by eq. 6 in
order to track the position and the speed of the growing
crystal front. In fig. 3 we show average interface trajecto-
ries z0(t). Depending on the initial difference in densities
between the substrate and the over-compressed liquid,
saturation of the interface position to its final value is
reached at different times after an initial linear growth
regime. We are interested in the characteristic initial ve-
locity v0, when the system is far from equilibrium and
driven by a large chemical potential difference. For the
4largest over-compressions the initial linear growth regime
lasts sufficiently long that the crystal completely fills the
box.
The crystallinity profiles shown in fig. 2 can be com-
pared with the laterally averaged density profiles ρ¯(z) =
〈ρ(x, y, z)〉x,y. While the local bond order parameter
monotonically connects the solid to the liquid region, the
averaged density profile is marked by the presence of a
depletion zone in the vicinity of the interface (similarly
to what has been observed in equilibrium for both hard
spheres [44] and Lennard-Jones particles [45]), which is
partly compensated by a higher density of the first crys-
tal layers immediately in contact with the liquid. The
depth of the depletion zone depends on time, while the
local bond order profile simply translates along the z axis.
The change in density spatially precedes the change in q¯6,
effectively determining two interface positions that differ
by approximately one unit cell.
By fitting the profiles we obtain the initial growth
velocity as a function of the initial liquid density (see
fig. 4). The initial growth velocity has a maximum at
liquid densities slightly higher than the coexistence solid
density ρsol, in contrast to what has been reported in
the case of hard-spheres [44]. For both temperatures
considered here, the maximum is reached at liquid den-
sities such that ∆ρ/∆ρcoex ≈ 2, with ∆ρ/∆ρcoex =
(ρ − ρliq)/(ρsol − ρliq), where ρliq, ρsol indicate the equi-
librium coexistence densities for the liquid and the solid
phase respectively. At even higher densities the com-
petition between the increasing driving force due to the
chemical potential difference and the dramatic decrease
of the diffusion constant [46] leads to a decrease of the
growth velocity. Yet, compared to the hard-spheres case,
the decrease is much less pronounced. Notice that the
growth velocity is generally very fast compared to the
typical diffusion time: for example, the peak velocity for
T = 0.7793 is vpeak ≈ 0.17a/tLJ = 0.11σ/tLJ , to be
compared with the diffusion time τD = σ
2/D ≈ 50tLJ
and velocity vD = σ/τD ≈ 0.02σ/tLJ . (As the homoge-
neous nucleation rate rapidly increases with the degree
of over-compression, we end our analysis at a density for
which the velocity is still about 60% of the peak velocity.)
A simple model that reproduces some qualitative fea-
tures of the growth velocities is the classical Wilson-
Frenkel law [47–49]. It results from an estimated balance
between the rate of activated attachment and detachment
of the liquid particles on the crystal surface
v(T ) = Akin
[
1− exp
(
−gsol − gliq
kBT
)]
(7)
where Akin is a kinetic prefactor proportional to the dif-
fusion coefficient D, and gsol, gliq are the solid and liq-
uid free-energies respectively. Using accurate simulation
data for the Lennard-Jones equations of state and coexis-
tence densities [50], we plug into eq. 7 the corresponding
values for the free energy differences as a function of the
liquid density and, using the diffusion coefficient com-
puted by Molecular Dynamics simulation of large, liquid
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FIG. 2. (color online) Time evolution of the coarse-grained
laterally averaged density (red continuous line) and q¯6 (dashed
blue) profiles, normalized in such a way that the perfect crys-
tal phase has value 1 and the bulk liquid takes value 0. The
black dotted line corresponds to the fit of the q¯6 profiles ac-
cording to eq. 6 in order to determine the position of the
liquid-solid interface and its width. Notice that the q¯6 profile
shows two interfaces (wall-crystal and crystal-liquid respec-
tively): we concentrate our study on the properties of the
moving crystal-liquid interface.
bulk systems, we obtain the red dots of figure 4 (rescaled
such that the lowest density point coincides with the
velocity curves from simulation). We observe that the
Wilson-Frenkel law does not allow to reproduce the large
initial increase in growth speed. In fact, the resulting es-
timate for the speed is largely dominated by the decrease
of the diffusion coefficient at large densities, which is not
compensated by the chemical potential difference term.
The failure of the Wilson-Frenkel approach is not sur-
prising, since it is based on bulk, close to equilibrium
properties, and it has already been demonstrated [51]
that the specific, non-diffusive dynamics at the interface
may lead to understimations of the actual velocity of at
least one order of magnitude. More than that, one should
also consider that the equilibrium free energies can only
be a rough estimate of the actual driving force acting be-
tween the two phases of the present model, where some
relaxation mechanisms occur on time scales far beyond
the actual duration of the simulation. Finally, the for-
mation of the initial layers is very fast, with barely no
nucleation time related to it, thus the activation barrier
seems to be suppressed [52].
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FIG. 3. Average interface position (extracted from best fits of
eq. 6 to the q¯6 profiles) for a system at temperature T = 1.061
and solid coexistence density ρsol = 1.0174σ
−3 for different
initial liquid densities ρliq. Note that the speed of the interface
is non-monotonic in T , i.e. the curve that corresponds to
T = 1.3032 lies below the T = 1.1032 curve.
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FIG. 4. Velocity of the crystal-liquid interface as a function
of the ratio ∆ρ/∆ρcoex = (ρ − ρliq)/(ρsol − ρliq) for different
densities ρ of the metastable, over-compressed liquid. The
gray area corresponds to the range of coexistence densities,
above which the crystalline phase is the only stable phase.
Inset: evolution of the position of the interface as a function
of time for ρ/ρsol = 1, T = 0.7793 for different linear lengths
Lx = Ly = 20a, 40a, 60a, 80a: finite size effects play only a
marginal role in the determination of the growth velocity.
IV. NON-EQUILIBRIUM INTERFACIAL
STIFFNESS
A. Small chemical potential difference
If the chemical potential difference between the liquid
and the crystal is small from the beginning, the growing
crystal rapidly depletes the liquid, and the motion of the
interface slows down quickly. Under these conditions we
can observe the relaxation of the interfacial properties
into their equilbrium values on the scale of our simula-
tion.
We set T = 1.967, the initial liquid density ρ0 =
1.08σ−3, and ρsol = 1.1285σ−3. Using the equation of
state fitted in [50] we estimate the initial chemical po-
tential difference between the solid and the liquid phase
to be µsol − µ0 = −1.99 per particle. Under these con-
ditions, growth stops after approximately 16 crystalline
layers are formed. We simulated systems of squared cross
section L × L with L = 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60, 80 a and
longitudinal length Lz such that we always have 64 fcc
layers between the two initial interfaces. We extracted
the time evolution of w(t) (eqn. 6) averaged over 100
trajectories, each of which represents the growth of two
opposite crystal fronts that we assume to be independent
(which is true if the liquid region between the interfaces
remains much larger than the typical width of the inter-
face and the correlation length in the liquid). Regardless
of the area of the cross section, after a rapid initial in-
crease, the interfacial width saturates.
The first remarkable feature is that the whole process
is extremely fast: if we call τD = σ
2/D the self-diffusion
time of a particle in the over-compressed liquid, the inter-
face attains its final position z0 in a time of about 2−3τD.
Thus the growth process is not dominated by the diffu-
sion of liquid material in the vicinity of the solid-liquid
interface, but by an adsorption mechanism.
Before we analyse the evolution of the interfacial
width, we briefly discuss the adsoprtion mechanism.
Fig. 5 shows the joint probability distribution P (q¯6,∆q¯6)
for the difference ∆q6 = q¯6(t0 + ∆t) − q¯6(t0) for differ-
ent times t0, with a time interval of ∆t = 10tLJ ≈ τD/5.
As expected, the liquid distribution is centered around
q¯6 ≈ 0.16 while the solid region shows the fcc peak and
the signatures of the growing crystal around q¯6 = 0.5
(consistently with the typical values for Lennard-Jones
bulk liquids [43]). The peaks of the distribution have
∆q¯6 = 0, because the majority of the particles are either
in the liquid or in the crystal and do not change phase.
Particles in the bulk, that have exceptionally low/high
values of q¯6 are likely to move closer to the average bulk
value of their phase. This is the origin of the oblique tilt
in the distributions. However, particles that lie close to
the interface and are incorporated into the crystal show a
different dynamics and are responsible for the main dif-
ferences that one can observe between the four panels:
At early times the distribution is strongly asymmetric,
particles with 0.2 < q¯6 < 0.4 are extremely likely to have
an increase in local order of more that 60% in the given
∆t, while the reverse process is suppressed (blue dip in
the bottom-centre of the first panel). This asymmetry
is significantly reduced already 2∆t later at t0 = 30tLJ
and there is no noticeable difference between the last two
panels, showing that the local order around interface par-
ticles fluctuates in a quasi-equilibrium manner already
very early.
6FIG. 5. (color online) Time evolution of the joint probability distribution P (q¯6,∆q¯6) for a system of linear size L = 80a at
density ρ/ρsol = 0.96 and temperature T = 1.967, computed for a time-interval of ∆t = τD/5.
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FIG. 6. (color online) Time evolution of the square of the
interface width determined from an hyperbolic tangent fit of
the q¯6 profiles as a function of time for different representative
system sizes at density ρ/ρsol = 0.96 and temperature T =
1.967.
We conclude therefore that while at very early times
the presence of the template accelerates the formation of
new crystalline layers in such a way that typically liq-
uid particles (q¯6 ≈ 0.16) are converted into solid parti-
cles (∆q¯6 ≈= +0.2) but never converted back, the later
growth dynamics (after about 1τD) consists of a bal-
anced, close to equilibrium exchange between liquid and
solid particles in the vicinity of the interface.
Now we return to the analysis of the width. At equi-
librium eq. 4 has to hold, which defines an equilibrium
stiffness γ˜eq. This suggests to define a dynamic stiffness
γ˜(t) extracted from the scaling of wL(t) with the lateral
linear size L at a time t. In fig. 7 we see, for the range
of lateral sizes considered here, a logarithmic scaling of
the width at any time. Based on this we compute γ˜(t) as
shown in fig. 8. Ignoring the very early times (for which
an interface width cannot be defined using eq. 6), we see
that the dynamic stiffness starts from very high values
and rapidly relaxes to an average value that we interpret
as the equilibrium stiffness γ˜eq.
To test this interpretation, we compute the stiffness
w2
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FIG. 7. Scaling of the the interface width with the system size
(logarithmic scale on the horizontal axis) at different times
going from t = 10tLJ to t = 190tLJ, bottom to top. For ease
of visualization, the curves are shifted by a constant amount
proportional to t.
from the height-height correlations. We construct the
discretized height function hij by mapping interface par-
ticles onto a regular grid interpolating by Shepard’s
method [30]. In detail, we use the local bond order
parameters in order to distinguish solid and liquid par-
ticles and select only those particles that satisfy q¯4 >
0.025 and q¯6 < 0.37 and have a number of solid neigh-
bors 5 < nsol < 12 [53]. For the largest cross sec-
tion L × L = 6400a2 this procedure identifies roughly
3000 particles at the interface between the solid and
the liquid (see fig. 9). Then, the (xi, yi) coordinates
of the particles are cast onto a regularly spaced grid
of spacing ∆x = ∆y = 2σ on top of which the zgridj
coordinate is obtained as zgridj =
∑
i wijzi/
∑
i 1/rij ,
where the summation runs over particles neighboring
within a shell of radius 4∆x from the grid point j and
rij =
√
(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2. One obtains then the
discretized height hgrid = zgrid − 〈zgrid〉 and by a Dis-
crete Fourier Transform one derives the power spectrum
〈|h(q)|2〉trajectories shown in fig. 10.
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FIG. 8. (color online) Time evolution of the interface posi-
tion (empty circles) and the interfacial stiffness (red circles)
as computed from the width scaling with the lateral system
size in the case of small chemical potential difference. The
horizontal dotted line denotes the equilibrium value of the
stiffness (within an interval of confidence of 3 standard devia-
tions), computed from the low q limit of the heigh-height cor-
relation function. In the inset, the interface speed (green dots)
compared with the diffusion speed (dashed lines) vD = D/σ:
the two cross at approximately t ≈ 100tLJ.
FIG. 9. (color online) Interface particles and interpolated
interface structure during the crystal growth using the Shep-
ard’s method. On a cross section of Lx×Ly = 6400a2 roughly
3000 particles (red dots) are isolated according to their degree
of crystallinity (see text) and are the pivot for the computa-
tion of the height-height correlation function 〈|h(~q)|2〉.
At early times, the spectrum shows a large plateau at
low q and at higher q it decreases as q−α with α ≈ 2.5,
faster than the equilibrium CWT prediction. One can
interpret the plateau as an effect of the pinning force due
to the chemical potential difference between the liquid
and the crystal phase, that increases the cost of large
amplitude, long range fluctuations. The quick conver-
gence towards a quasi-equilibrium behavior is reflected
in the time evolution of the spectra: the plateau region
is shortened rapidly and at intermediate q the 1/q2 decay
is established; the amplitude of the fluctuations (related
to the broadening of the interface width) increases and
already at t = 70tLJ (ca. 1.5 τD) the spectrum is hardly
distinguishable from the equilibrium spectrum. Yet, the
interface is still moving with a speed that is fast com-
pared to diffusion, and new particles are added to the
crystal. This appears to affect only the very low q re-
gion, as a remnant of the effect of the pinning force and
the initially flat profile.
Fitting the equilibrium profile with eq. 1 we obtain an
estimate for the equilibrium stiffness γ˜eq = 1.42(3)/σ
2
that we plot as a reference value also in fig. 8.
The scaling of the widths suggests that the interface
rapidly evolves into a quasi-equilibrium regime. We un-
derpin this observation by computing the typical relax-
ation time of the capillary fluctuations. We sample the
function
gt(∆t) = 〈h(~q, t)h(~q, t+ ∆t)〉trajectories (8)
parametrized by the starting time t, and where the aver-
age is performed on equal-time configurations of distinct
trajectories. We consider several initial spectra at dif-
ferent times t and follow the subsequent evolution of the
correlation function gt(∆t) in the later time steps. In
fig. 11 we show the decay of these correlation functions,
compared to the decay of equilibrium fluctuations defined
in 3: in particular, in fig. 11(b) we show, by rescaling the
gt(∆t) onto the equilibrium geq(∆t), that, while the ini-
tial relaxation process is marked by faster decays (shorter
capillary times), long before the velocity of the interface
decreases below the diffusion speed, the capillary time
already converges to its equilibrium value.
B. Large chemical potential difference
If the chemical potential difference is large, growth is
arrested by the contact between the two interfaces that
move in opposite directions. Up to that point they move
with a large, almost steady velocity, and the growth
mechanism is strong adsorption, see fig. 12. In the fol-
lowing we explore the evolution of the interfacial height-
height correlation for the fast, initial part of the growth
process.
Using the same techniques as applied in the case of
smaller driving forces, we track the interface widths for a
system at temperature T = 0.7793 with ρ0 = ρsol =
0.9732σ−3 (see fig. 13) corresponding to a theoretical
chemical potential difference µsol−µ0 = −3.37 per par-
ticle. Exploiting the system size scaling, we compute the
dynamic surface stiffness (fig. 14). Similarly to the pre-
vious smaller ∆µ case, we compare the resulting stiffness
with the one obtained from the capillary spectrum of an
equilibrated system at the same temperature. Again, af-
ter an initial rapid drop, even at very early times the
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FIG. 10. (color online) Power spectrum of the height fluctu-
ations for the model with small supersaturation. Notice the
rapid convergence to the equilibrium profile (continuous black
profile).
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FIG. 11. (color online) Two-times correlation functions for
the small chemical potential regime: the equilibrium curve
(black dots) is compared with the time dependent ones (a).
In panel (b) a scale factor At is used in order to compare the
trends.
dynamic stiffness computed from the width scaling is in
agreement with the equilibrium behavior.
The signature of the non-equilibrium dynamics can be
found only in the detailed shape of the height-height
spectrum (fig. 15): the plateau region at low q is always
present, due to the non-negligible chemical potential dif-
ference (corresponding to the high speed of the interface).
The expected CWT scaling does not have sufficient time
to emerge. Thus we test how the stationary, low-velocity
limit of eq. 5 applies to the measured spectra. We per-
form a single parameter fit using, as input, the stiffness
obtained from the L scaling of the widths extracted from
q¯6(z) profiles. We get as a unique fitting parameter the
crossover length l the time evolution of which (far from
FIG. 12. (color online) Joint probability distribution
P (q¯6,∆q¯6) at initial times (t0 = 10tLJ) and just before the
merge of the two oppositely growing interfaces (t0 = 70tLJ)
for the strong driving case. Notice that the distribution is
strongly asymmetric at both early and late times. Adsorpor-
tion is therefore the main mechanism, rapidly transforming
liquid particles into crystalline particles, with no backward
process.
being stationary) is shown in the inset of fig. 14. This
crossover length brings the signature of the slowly re-
ducing pinning force given by the chemical potential dif-
ference, and it diverges in the limit of thermodynamic
equilibrium when ∆µ = 0.
Thus, the spectra (and the dynamic stiffness) reveal
the non-stationary relaxation process of the growing crys-
tal lattice. In particular, the fully non-equilibrium spec-
tra are clearly different from the predictions of CWT or
fluctuating hydrodynamics [36]. Yet, when dealing with
globally averaged quantities such as the interface width,
it is still possible to observe the logarithmic scaling with
the system size, which permits to extract a dynamic stiff-
ness still consistent with the equilibrium reference value.
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FIG. 13. Time evolution of the square of the interface width
determined from a hyperbolic tangent fit of the q¯6 profiles as
a function of time for different representative system sizes at
density ρ/ρsol = 1 and temperature T = 0.7793 per particle.
The maximum is reached when the interfaces begin to merge.
The dashed lines are guides for the eye.
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FIG. 14. Dynamic stiffness as a function of time for the
strongly driven system. The obtained values are in agree-
ment with equilibrium values (gray-shaded area). In the inset:
crossover scale l as a function of time in lattice constant units.
Notice that throughout the relaxation, the crossover scale is
finite and below the system cross-section size L = 80a.
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FIG. 15. (color online) Height-height correlation function
〈|h(q)|2〉 for the growing crystal-liquid interface at ρ/ρsol = 1.
and T = 0.7793. The dotted lines represent the expression
in eq. 5 where we use the value of the interfacial stiffness γ˜
independently obtained from the analysis of the widths of the
q¯6(z) profiles.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Simulating a simple model under isochoric, isother-
mal conditions, we identify some characteristic features
of crystallization from an undercooled liquid on a sub-
strate: First, we have observed that the fastest initial
growth speed is achieved when the liquid density is even
higher than the crystalline template density. Then we
have discussed two dynamical regimes at small and large
driving forces, fixed by the chemical potential difference
between the substrate and the over-compressed liquid: at
small driving forces we see that liquid particles get ini-
tially adsorbed onto the growing crystal and, when the
interface velocity relaxes and becomes of the order of the
diffusion speed, a quasi-equilibrium regime is attained.
A dynamic stiffness can be defined using the scaling of
the interface width. And the height-height fluctuations
rapidly converge to a CWT-like scaling regime. In the
strongly driven case, the spectra are very different from
the CWT regime at any time but it is still possible to
compute a dynamic stiffness that is of the same order of
magnitude of the equilibrium reference stiffness.
The possibility of treating the driven dynamics with
concepts derived from CWT is in line with previous stud-
ies of simplified models for liquid-liquid interfaces out of
equilibrium, such as under shear [54]. The fact that even
in a strongly driven dynamical regime the effective dy-
namic stiffness appears to rapidly converge towards the
corresponding equilibrium value is particularly promis-
ing for a coarse-grained description of the dynamic that
uses equilibrium properties in input, such as the Dynamic
Density Functional Theory (DDFT) or, at a higher level,
a Phase-field crystal approach[55]. DDFT has been suc-
cessfully applied for nonequilibrium dynamics of hard
spheres, for instance in the case of sedimentation [56],
and the present results suggest that a proper choice of
the functional form for the free energy functional could
reproduce the dynamics of the growing front, including
the time evolution of the dynamic tension.
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Appendix A: Simulation details
We simulated Lennard-Jones liquid particles at tem-
perature T = 0.7793, 1.061, 1967 and variable densities
ρ confined by two fcc walls of fixed particles. The walls
had a surface of A = 30× 30a2 where a is the fcc lattice
spacing a = 3
√
4/ρlattice, with ρlattice = ρsol(T ) corre-
sponding to the solid coexistence density at the given
temperature. The wall particles form three crystalline
layers per surface and interact with the liquid particles
with the identical interaction potential holding between
liquid particles, with cutoff at rcut = 4σ. This value is
particularly appropriate for the correct sampling of crys-
talline structures. The distance along the z axis between
the two substrates is of at least 32a, depending on the liq-
uid density. We considered system sizes with lateral cross
10
sections raging from 25a to 80a, meaning approximately
9 · 104 to 9 · 105 particles.
We perform isochoric Langevin dynamics simulations
with a time step ∆t = 0.01
√
mσ2/ and friction coeffi-
cient γ = 0.01∆t−1 and track the progression of crystal-
lization using the averaged local bond order parameters
q¯4, q¯6 proposed in [43]. Their definition requires the com-
putation of the complex vector ql(i)
qlm(i) =
1
Nb(i)
Nb(i)∑
j=1
Ylm(rij) , (A1)
where Nb(i) corresponds to the number of nearest neigh-
bors of particle i and Ylm(rij) reads as the spherical har-
monics. Averaging over the neighbors of particle i and
particle i itself
q¯lm(i) =
1
N˜b(i)
N˜b(i)∑
k=0
qlm(k), (A2)
and summing over all the harmonics we finally get
q¯l(i) =
√√√√ 4pi
2l + 1
l∑
m=−l
|q¯lm(i)|2 . (A3)
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